The half-infinite XXZ spin chain with a triangular boundary is considered in the massive regime. 
Introduction
Among the family of quantum integrable models, the XXZ spin chain with different types of integrable boundary conditions is the subject of current investigations. For periodic boundary conditions, several results are already known: the spectral problem -eigenvalues and eigenvectors -for the Hamiltonian has been handled either using the Bethe ansatz (BA) approach [1] , or using the corner transfer matrix method (CTM) in the thermodynamic limit [2] . In addition, correlation functions and form factors of local operators have been derived using the quantum inverse scattering method (QISM) in [3, 4] , or using the vertex operator approach (VOA) in the thermodynamic limit 1 [5] . It has been checked that expressions of correlation functions obtained by both approaches coincide in the thermodynamic limit.
They are given by multiple integrals of meromorphic functions.
For general integrable boundary conditions, less is known. For diagonal [13] , triangular [14] , related non-diagonal boundaries [15, 16] or q a root of unity [17] , the spectral problem of the corresponding finite XXZ open chain has been solved using the BA. Extending the analysis of [4] , correlation functions have been also proposed for diagonal boundary conditions [18, 19] . In the thermodynamic limit, the half-infinite XXZ spin chain with general integrable boundary conditions can be alternatively formulated using the VOA, either starting from Sklyanin's framework [13] or from the recently developed Onsager's approach [20, 21] (see also related works [22] ). For diagonal and triangular boundary conditions, eigenvalues and eigenvectors are proposed in [23, 21] and integral representations of correlation functions in the massive regime are computed in [23, 24] , respectively. In the massless regime and diagonal boundary conditions, note that integral representations are obtained in [25] .
Up to now, the calculation of form factors of local operators of the half-infinite XXZ spin chain within the VOA -even in the case of diagonal boundary conditions -has not been addressed. Besides the importance of the form factors in the non-perturbative analysis of this model, there are four main motivations for considering this problem in details. First, an alternative derivation of the QISM proposal for diagonal boundary conditions [18, 19] is highly desirable. Secondly, for non-diagonal boundary conditions there are no known results available yet for the form factors, besides the two integral representations of correlation functions recently proposed in [24] . Third, correlation functions and form factors are known to satisfy quantum boundary Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations, whose solutions for non-diagonal boundary conditions are recently investigated in [26, 27] . Any new piece of information -for instance integral representations of form factors -is welcome, especially if it is related with 2 the q-Onsager algebra representation theory. Fourth, it is expected that the remarkable identities between the correlation functions given in the form of n-fold multiple integrals of elliptic theta functions and discovered in [24] can be generalized to arbitrary form factors.
In this paper, the half-infinite XXZ spin chain with a triangular boundary is studied in the massive regime. This paper is a continuation of the paper [24] . Integral representations of form factors of local operators are proposed using bosonization. Using the spin-reversal property which relates the Hamiltonian with upper and lower triangular boundary conditions, new identities between multiple integrals of infinite products are extracted. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly recall how the half-infinite XXZ spin chain is formulated within the VOA: eigenvalues, eigenvectors, dual eigenvectors and scalar products between these are given. Integral representations of form factors of local operators for the half-infinite XXZ spin chain with diagonal and triangular boundary conditions are proposed in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. In Section 3, upon specializations the expressions are compared 1 For models associated with higher rank affine Lie algebras, the calculation of correlation functions and form factors using the QISM is currently investigated (see e.g. [6, 7] ). In the thermodynamic limit, correlation functions can be derived using the VOA [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . 2 Type I and type II q-vertex operators entering in the correlation functions and form factors are intertwiners of infinite dimensional (level one) representations of the q-Onsager algebra, a coideal subalgebra of Uq( sl 2 ) [21] .
with the known results obtained within the QISM [18] and [23] . Some checks are done in simple cases.
Included in Section 3 and Section 4, using the spin-reversal property, relations between multiple integrals of infinite products are extracted. In Section 5 we summarize concluding remarks. In Appendix A, basic definitions of the R-matrix and the K-matrix are recalled. In Appendix B we summarize bosonizations of the vertex operators and normal orderings. In Appendix C we give a direct proof of the spin reversal property for the simplest case. In Appendix D we summarize convenient formulae for the calculations of vacuum expectation values.
The half-infinite XXZ chain
In this Section, basic necessary ingredients for the analysis of the form factors of local operators are briefly recalled. We refer the reader to [23, 21, 24] for more details.
Hamiltonian
In the present paper, we consider the half-infinite XXZ spin chain with Hamiltonian 3 :
(σ 
The transfer matrix in the vertex operator approach
We now turn to the mathematical formulation of the half-infinite XXZ spin chain based on the q-vertex operator approach [23, 21] . In Skylanin's framework the transfer matrix associated with the finite XXZ open spin chain is built from a finite number of R-matrices, and two K-matrices [13] . In order to formulate the infinite model (2.2), an infinite combination of R-matrices [23] has to be considered. Generally speaking, infinite combinations of the R-matrix are not free from the difficulty of divergences. However the problem can be alternatively tackled using the q-vertex operators introduced by Baxter [30] and 3 We use the standard Pauli matrices
Jimbo, Miwa, and Nakayashiki [31] . Note that the CTM for U q ( sl 2 ) [32] gives a supporting argument for such mathematical formulation, that we recall now.
Following the strategy of [5, 23] , it is possible to formulate the transfer matrix associated with (2.2) using the q-vertex operators of U q ( sl 2 ). Let {v + , v − } denote the natural basis of V = C 2 . Consider the infinite dimensional vector space · · · ⊗ V 3 ⊗ V 2 ⊗ V 1 on which the Hamiltonian (2.2) acts. Let us introduce the subspace H (i) (i = 0, 1) of the half-infinite spin chain:
where p : N → {±}. In the thermodynamic limit, it is conjectured that level one infinite dimensional representations of U q ( sl 2 ) [23, 21] are embedded into H (i) (i = 0, 1) using the q-vertex operators. Let V (Λ i ) (i = 0, 1) denote the level one irreducible highest weight U q ( sl 2 ) representations with fundamental weights Λ i . Let V ζ the evaluation representation of the basic representation of U q (sl 2 ). In the VOA we identify the space H (i) with the space V (Λ i ):
Introduce the type-I vertex operators Φ
They satisfy the following commutation relation, the duality, and the invertibility properties: 9) where the R−matrix R(ζ) is given in Appendix A, and
As the generating function of the Hamiltonian H (ζ; r, s) using the q-vertex operators [23, 21] :
where the K-matrices K (±) (ζ) are reported in Appendix A. In the VOA we relate the Hamiltonian H (±) B
to the "renormalized" transfer matrix T
(2.12)
From the boundary Yang-Baxter equation satisfied by K (±) (ζ) and the properties of the q-vertex operators (A.8), (A.9), (2.7), (2.8), (2.9), the following properties of the "renormalized" transfer matrix hold:
(ζ 2 ; r, s)] = 0 for any ζ 1 , ζ 2 , (2.13)
14)
Note that the CTM argument for U q ( sl 2 ) [32] , as well as the alternative support within Onsager's framework [21] , justify the introduction of the transfer matrix (2.11). Besides the fact that the q-vertex
(ζ) associated with U q ( sl 2 ) are well-defined objects -free from the difficulty of divergences -they are the unique solution of the intertwining relations defining the q-vertex operators of the q-Onsager algebra, which characterizes the hidden non-Abelian symmetry of (2.2) (see [21] for details). Proposed in [23] for s = 0 and [24] for s = 0, the structure of the eigenvectors and duals is as follows.
Eigenvectors, duals and basic scalar products
Let e j , f j , h j , j = 0, 1, be the Chevalley generators of U q ( sl 2 ). The vacuum eigenvectors read 4 :
18) 19) where |i B are the vacuum eigenvectors of the diagonal boundary s = 0 [23] (see definitions below). Dual vacuum eigenvectors take the form: 21) where B i| are the dual vacuum eigenvectors of the diagonal boundary s = 0 [23] . For s = 0, realizations of vacuum vectors and dual ones in terms of q-bosons have been obtained in [23] . See the definition of 4 Here we have introduced the q-exponential function exp q (x) defined by exp
the q-bosons a n (n ∈ N =0 ) in Appendix B. Let us denote |i (resp. i|) the highest (resp. dual highest) weight vector by: 22) respectively. Explicitly, for the diagonal case s = 0 the vacuum eigenvectors and duals are given by:
Here we have set 25) and
In addition, the two fundamental eigenvalues of the transfer matrix are given by
Starting from the two vacuum eigenvectors, it is possible to create the excited states by an application of type-II vertex operators. Recall that type-II vertex operators Ψ * (1−i,i) ǫ (ξ) are also intertwiners of
. Together with the type-I vertex operators Φ
satisfy the following commutation relation:
This commutation relation implies that
is an eigenvector of T (±,i) B (ζ; r, s) with eigenvalue :
Here the number i + N in the suffix (i + N, i + N − 1) of the q-vertex operator Ψ * (i+N,i+N −1) µ1
(ξ 1 ) should be understood modulo 2. Note that type-II vertex operators are intertwiners of the q-Onsager algebra, which also justify their use in solving (2.2) [21] .
Finally, from the relation for the q-exponential function exp q (x) exp q −1 (−x) = 1 the basic scalar products between the vacuum eigenvectors and their duals can be computed. Observe:
Hence, according to the formulae for the norms of B i|i B given in [23] it follows:
Spin-reversal property
In the thermodynamic limit, the analogue in the VOA of the spin-reversal operatorν :
the Dynkin diagram symmetry [5] . Recall that the action of ν on the Chevalley generators of U q ( sl 2 ) is given by:
Moreover, one has [5] :
Under the action of ν, it is possible to show that the transfer matrix (2.11) satisfies (see [23, 24] for details):
As a consequence, according to the structure of (2.18)-(2.21) and the results for the diagonal case s = 0 [23] , the vacuum eigenvectors and their duals should be related by 6 : Above relations will be used in further Sections, for instance to derive two integrals representations for the form factors, as well as linear the relations between multiple integrals. 6 A rigorous proof of these relations -besides the known consistency checks -in the bosonization framework remains an open problem.
Form factors for a diagonal boundary
In this Section, we study the form factors of local operators for a diagonal boundary. Integral representations of form factors of local operators are proposed using bosonization.
Definition
In this Section we study the vacuum expectation values of the q-vertex operators with natural numbers M, N with M = N (mod.2) :
Here the number i in the suffix (i, i + 1) of q-vertex operators Φ
Let L be a linear operator on the n-fold tensor products of the two-dimensional space V n ⊗· · ·⊗V 2 ⊗V 1 .
The corresponding local operator L acting on V (Λ i ) can be defined in terms of the type-I vertex operators in exactly the same way as in the bulk theory [5] . Explicitly, if (E ǫǫ ′ ) n is the matrix at the n-th site
we have set
From the inversion property of the q-vertex operators (2.9), the form factors of local operators
) 1 with M = 2m and N : even are given by
In what follows we call both (3.1) and (3.3) the form factors of local operators. In the next Section we calculate the form factors by using bosonizations.
Integral representation
In this Section we focus our attention on the half-infinite XXZ spin chain with a diagonal boundary. We calculate the form factors with M = N (mod.2) :
Here we summarize detailed calculations. In this Section we set
Let |A| and |B| denote number of elements of the sets A and B, respectively. Note that the following infinite product relation :
will be used, where we denote
We introduce the double-infinite products :
Extending the analysis of [24] , the normal ordering of products of type-I and type-II vertex operators are given by
Here the integral contour C is simple closed curve such that the w a (a ∈ A) encircles q 4 ζ
. Normal orderings of the basic operators are summarized in Appendix B. The zero-mode e α part of the operator :
:
is given by e α((M−N )+2(|B|−|A|)) . Then, the condition for which the vacuum expectation value is nonvanishing reads :
Provided the condition (M − N ) = 2(|A| − |B|) is satisfied, the vacuum expectation values of the q-vertex operators are given by
Next we calculate the following vacuum expectation value explicitly.
anYn e
Here we have set
We use the following formula given in [23] .
Here we have used α n , γ n , β • The following is the main result of this Section. For (|A| − |B|) = 
Here the integration contour C (0) is a closed curve that satisfies the following conditions for s = 0, 1, 2, · · ·.
Here the integration contour C (1) is a closed curve such that w a (a ∈ A) encircles q 2 /r in addition the same points C (0) does.
Identities between multiple integrals
From the spin-reversal properties in (2.37), (2.39), and (2.40), the following relation between form factors of local operators holds:
We should understand this spin-reversal property (3.17) as an analytic continuation of the parameter r. From the above (3.17), we obtain infinitely many relations between n-fold integrals which cannot be reduced to the relations between n-fold integrals of elliptic gamma functions summarized in [41] . Here we focus on two simple examples.
• First, from
we obtain an identity for multiple integrals of infinite products. Here we consider the case M = N :
The number of integrals in the RHS is (M + N ) where the LHS is an infinite product without integral.
Here the integration contour C (0) is given in the previous Section.
• Secondly, from 20) we obtain the following identity between multiple integrals of infinite products. The numbers of integrals on both sides are m.
Here the integration contour C (0) is given in the previous Section. In Appendix C, we give a direct proof for the simplest case where ζ 1 = −q −1 ζ, ζ 2 = ζ, and m = 1 as a supporting argument :
Comparison with QISM
In this Section, upon specializations the previous expressions are compared with the known results obtained within the QISM [18] . In particular, let us consider the following integral representations of correlation functions :
In this Section we set
Here the integration contour C (0) is a closed curve that satisfies the following conditions for s = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. The w a (a ∈ A) encircles In what follows we study integral representations upon the specialization of the spectral parameter ζ = 1. We change the variables as follows.
We use the following notation of the elliptic theta functions in [42] .
(1 + 2q 2n cos 2u + q 4n ), (3.26)
(1 + 2q 2n−1 cos 2u + q 4n−2 ), (3.27)
The theta function Θ p (w) = (p; p) ∞ (w; p) ∞ (p/w; p) ∞ is related to ϑ j (α, q) as follows.
Here we have set w/q = e 2 √ −1α .
• The following is the main result of this Section. For |A| + |B| = m, we have the following integral representation of correlation functions :
Note that we obtain the same formula as the one of Lyon group [18] 
Form factors for a triangular boundary
In this Section, we study the form factors of local operators for a triangular boundary. Two integral representations of form factors of local operators are proposed using bosonization.
Definition
Here the number i in the suffix (i, i + 1) of q-vertex operators Φ (i,i+1) ǫ (ζ) should be understood modulo 2. Let us consider the form factors of local operators with M = 2m and N : even given by
s).
In what follows we call both (4.1) and (4.2) the form factors of local operators. The form factors are calculated using bosonizations.
First integral representation
In this Section we focus our attention on the half-infinite XXZ spin chain with a upper-triangular boundary. We calculate the form factors with M = N (mod.2) :
Calculations in this Section are similar to those for diagonal boundary conditions. In what follows we set
In the following, we understand L = 0 as a sufficient condition such that the expressions for triangular boundary conditions coincide with those for diagonal boundary conditions.
The following bosonizations of the Chevalley generators are used:
The bosonic parts of the following operators :
are given by
for n = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. Here the parameter n comes from the expansion of the q-exponential. The zero-mode of the above operator is e α(n−|A|+|B|+ 1 2 (M−N )) , hence the vacuum expectation value becomes non-zero i.e.: 
Using (3.15), we calculate the following vacuum expectation value :
Here we have defined
11)
(4.12)
• The followings is the main results of this Section. For L = |A| − |B| + 
(4.14)
For L = |A| − |B| + 
Here the integration contour C
is a closed curve that satisfies the following conditions
is a closed curve such that w a (a ∈ A) encircles q 2 /r in addition the same points C (+,0) l does.
Second integral representation
In this Section we focus our attention on the half-infinite XXZ spin chain with a lower-triangular boundary.
Let us consider the form factors with M = N (mod.2) :
In what follows we use A = {1 ≤ a ≤ M |ǫ a = +}, B = {1 ≤ b ≤ N |µ b = +}, and
In the following, we understand K = 0 as a sufficient condition such that the expressions for triangular boundary conditions coincide with those for diagonal boundary conditions. The following bosonizations of the Chevalley generators are used:
The bosonic parts of the following operators : 19) are given by N ) ) , hence the vacuum expectation value becomes non-zero : 
24)
(4.25)
• The followings are the main results of this Section. For
, note that the form factors for triangular boundary conditions coincide with those for diagonal boundary conditions :
(4.27)
the following integral representations of the form factors of local operators is obtained:
Here the integration contour C (−,0) l is a closed curve that satisfies the following conditions for s = 0, 1, 2, · · ·. The w a (a ∈ A) encircles q 8+4s ζ 
Identities between multiple integrals
From the spin-reversal properties in (2.37), (2.39), and (2.40), we have the following relations between form factors of local operators :
We should understand this spin-reversal property (4.29) as an analytic continuation of the parameter r.
From the above (4.29), similarly to the diagonal case we obtain infinitely many relations between n-fold integrals which cannot be reduced to the relations between n-fold integrals of elliptic gamma functions summarized in [41] . Here we focus on a simple example.
• From the following relation between form factors :
we deduce the identity:
The integration contour C 
Concluding remarks
In the present article, integral representations of form factors of local operators of the half-infinite XXZ spin chain for diagonal or triangular boundary conditions in the massive regime have been proposed.
Completing the analysis of [23, 21, 24] , they are written in the form of multiple integrals of meromorphic functions. For some simple relations between the number of type I and type II vertex operators inserted, the expressions for diagonal or triangular boundary conditions are identical. For diagonal boundary conditions, the expressions here obtained essentially coincide with those derived from the QISM [18, 19] .
In addition, the constructive approach introduced in [24] which allows to derive identities between n-fold multiple integrals of elliptic theta functions (obtained from expectation values of type I vertex operators)
has been extended to the family of multiple integrals associated with form factors: corresponding identities follow from expectation values of combinations of type I and type II vertex operators. A direct proof of such remarkable identities would be highly desirable.
For more general integrable boundary conditions, the explicit construction of the vacuum eigenvectors and dual ones starting from the representation theory of the q-Onsager algebra can be considered following [21] . This is currently investigated. As soon as the eigenvectors and duals will be identified, the VOA to the computation of correlation functions and form factors can be applied in a straightforward manner, extending the results of [23, 24] and the ones here presented.
For models with higher symmetries [6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12] , recall that the VOA approach has been applied successfully for diagonal boundary conditions in some cases [33, 34, 35] . For the case of models associated with higher symmetries and more general boundary conditions, the analysis presented in [21, 24] and here may be considered. To this end, let us mention that the non-Abelian infinite dimensional algebra which occurs in the thermodynamic limit is a coideal subalgebra of the basic quantum group. For the family of affine Lie algebras g, coideal subalgebras of U q ( g) generate the so-called generalized q-Onsager algebras introduced in [36] . As a starting point, infinite dimensional (q-vertex operators) representations have to be considered, following [22, 21] .
To conclude, we would like to stress that alternative derivations of the expressions here proposed would be highly desirable. Based on the recent results for a triangular boundary [14] , this may be feasible using the QISM. For more general integrable boundary conditions, other approaches than the ones based on
Onsager's formulation/VOA would be required: for instance, a modified algebraic BA approach for the XXZ open spin chain inspired by [37, 38] , the Sklyanin's separation of variables approach [40] or the approach developed in [39] seem to be promising. A Definitions of the R and K matrices In Sklyanin's framework [13] , the transfer matrix associated with a finite spin chain is built from two objects: the R-matrix and the K−matrix. For the model (2.2), the R-matrix R(ζ) defined by:
where we have set
As an operator on V ⊗ V , the matrix elements of
, where the ordering of the index is given by
As usual, when copies V j of V are involved, R ij (ζ) acts as R(ζ) on the i-th and j-th components and as identity elsewhere. By definition, the R-matrix R(ζ) satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation :
The normalization factor κ(ζ) (A.2) is determined by the following unitarity and crossing symmetry conditions:
The second basic object is the triangular K-matrix: K (±) (ζ) = K (±) (ζ; r, s) [28, 29] by
When viewed as an operator on V , the matrix elements of K (±) (ζ) ∈ End(V ) are given by 
The normalization factor (2.7) is determined by the following boundary unitarity and boundary crossing symmetry [29] :
The K (±) (ζ; r, s) defined in (A.5) and (A.6) give general scalar triangular solutions of (A.8) and (A.9).
For s = 0, one recovers the scalar diagonal solution of the reflection equation.
B Bosonizations of vertex operators
In this Appendix we review the bosonizations of the quantum group U q ( sl 2 ) and the q-vertex operators for level k = 1 [5, 8] . The center γ Here we have used
Θ q 2 (q −2n wζ 2 )Θ q 2 (q −2n w/ζ 2 ) = (−q 2 ) n Θ q 4 (q 2 w 2 )
Θ q 2 (wζ 2 )Θ q 2 (w/ζ 2 ) .
D Convenient formulae
In this Appendix we summarize convenient formulae for calculations of vacuum expectation values. [n] q n(1 − α n γ n ) δ [2n] q n(1 − α n γ n ) δ [n] q n(1 − α n γ n ) β Here we have used α n , γ n , β 
